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Executive Sunmry

One of the sub-taiks given to Michigan State University under Contr&ct

OXD-PS-64-P is to provide a ý'.%inuiug test of ctvil defense materials in

terms of thetr acceptability to the public and their relative occurrence in

the nat.cn's media. This first report lays the groundwork for efforts durin

1965 at accomplishing the major portion of the task. The report seeks to

tdentify the major arguments L; he civil defence area, and to provide a

imited description of the frequency of occurrence of the varios argumnts

in a major newspaper.

This report should be read ifr the light of proposed studies to be Mde

during 1965. It does not reflect the general acceptability of Materiato UMt

being produced, by the Public A!' airs e vzion within the Office of Civil Defense,

It does, nowever, provide a category scheme for the testing of currfnt matertils.

The report should not be taken as evidence of the relative frequency of

certain argumentb occurring within the mass media of the nation$ since the

analysis in this first phase wa& limited to the f X9A TIM alons. The

iLws is an important news source and an influential paper, but if outr alysi

had been extended to other papers or to new magazines and electronic mW• • the

number of possible categories might have been increased. Cearainly fthe pftCnt-

agr- reported in this itudy would have changed.

The real value of this report is that (1) it prvidae the cowaicAtion

researcher or the public affairs specialist with a category suhme for ftearblM

the meterials to be found in the civil defenae fi•ld, and (2) it provide if

Appendix A an attempt to reconcile two divergent reportson civil daeten

materials. One report, the basic one in the present study, is entitled

Ar y."Ent~tIve Themes in Civil WI, and is coapared with 91A

ý by Jeri Nehnevajsa and his collagues at the Uvex•;•.ty of Yftt0

The comparison indicates that the t-v toorts Ua not ineogatible, &I

the cate-ory schemes used in the two seoe quite different,



This report stugesta thtat tksete ate sixt,ýen jensra1 areas into w%-Ich divQ

Coekra~h atrcieals can be placed, The cctegoriets are only7 rcletivet-y ftkepsnevnd-e

but cartainly serve to 4laisnguisi various pos~xgit~~; q the civil c4a!%twe

dialogue. This report also otfera Ctm £olicmtn&ý tArtat.V~e cuwt,'usitciv ct~ard!na

the frequency of tiaterials aypsaring 1t1 tA* fty -or .h4 ctd

1. The greatest percente~e (39%4%) of all !ýgum~ewts identifted raftrra-A ti

[ ~fallout shelters

2. The largnt percenrta (3f &-U smrig (03.1%) were touuni to be fzavorsibla

L ~to OCD policies, and, whena the neuttel artlcles are remvve' fr&' onierýn

the percentage rises to 69-9%.



Ixtroducticn

Aai part of the woril. of 1ichigan State University under Contract

OCD-PS-64-11 with the Officf. if Civil DefenU-, Department of Defense, a content

.analysis of argun~ntatil,a thoens relating to civil defense topics was made.

This firlt report ceeks to identify Xhe. major argumants for ann against civil

de&ense policies, determine their general tcne, and relate materials found in
S the media to the sources oi• redis temr. This report is limited to analysis

of the Ile York Times fzorom ay, 1961, to the begirining of the New York news-

paper v•rike in November, 1962. Th*s period of time iv picked benause of the

increased interest in civil de-fense by the general population, Cnd the subs;ýo

quent increase in materiala reletitg to r'-il defense to be found in the

- nation c press.,

A major problem to be faced in any attempt at media analysis is the

I selection of the unf,t of :w.alysis. Previous content analyses have selected

'• the sentence, the paragraph or even the entire newspaper .tqm as the basic

unit on Vhich description and conclcsions are to be based. Xt seemed to us

that these selections, itilc- Justified by the putrposer of the researcher, do

not fit the needs of the comuunicat1,en researcher or the cum€uncatioka Pacti-

tioner, The roarcher who uses thn results of content analysic to couitruct-

meaningful messages will Jind that the sentence or paragraph ul not ncoa-

sarily proviiie him with tiszble information. The coaunicatAon -pec2aliot,

S charged %rith canstrtz.,iLug i•.oaages to appear in the nation's meWdla Wa7 find-

eraditian! anailysie by article of little use.

A A
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The content categorieo developed indicate the major ideas present in

the m.wdia, but usually do not indicate the complcxity of materials componing

the mesoages. Neither do tbey inW4.cate the structure of arguments which may

have been used. For these rcanons, it was decided to attcmpt a content analy-

sis of materials in the iew York Times on the basis of the argumentative

themer, to be found in articles contained in the newspaper,

*4 ~ -
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The Now % Times is generally considered to present more complete

infcrmation on a given topic than any other Amerkicn newspaper.' Furthermore,

since we were ccncerned with identifying all arguments relevant to civil

defense, rather than only geographically relevant arguments, our analyses were

confined to the New 1o TMs for the period between May, 1961, and November,

1962. This period was picked because of the heightened interest in civil

defense activities during the period, which assured as wide-a-vange of materials

as possibl...

All articles and information relating to civil defense were examined. Thus

the materials to be considered in the analysis did not represent a sample of

information, but a consideration of gj items which were related to civil defense

issues. Items examined totaled 602.

Our concern was not only with the argumentative themes, but also with the

general tone of civil defmuve materials present in the media. The OCD should

expect that many item3 will represent a position favorable to civil defense,

while other articles wi1 be unfavorable to policies of the OCD. Therefore, an

analysi' -as made of the general tone of the item as well as the tone of each

argument present within an item. Tone is characterized as favorable, neutral,

or unfavorable.

A third research concern was that the sources be identified for each item

or argument. We felt that it would be helpful to know if specific source types

could be identified as authors of specific argument types. Nine general source

types were identified, and an attempt was made to break down the nine general

source types into more specific source types. Figure A identifies the source

categories consulted for the total item and, when possible, for arguments found

within an it,-m.

-sow * * . .
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Minor research concerns reported here include (1) placement of the item

in the paper, e.g., editorial, bylined news story, feature article, letter to

editor, etc.; (2) item locale, i.e., intcrnationk-l, nationnl, state level,

local level; and (3) major theme of item, e.g., fa.llout shelters, nuclear

attack, radiation effects, stocking and marking programe.

Our procedure was to locate an item relating to civil defense in the

New York Times and determine: (1) date of item, (2) placement of item within

paper, (3) locale for item, (4) source releasing item to the media, (5) major

theme of item, (6) general tone of item with respect to civil defense policies,

(7) number and description of argumentative themes contained within the item,

(G) attitudinal tone of ar-umentative themes, ando when possible, (9) sourcc of

each argumentative theme identified within the item. This information provided

the basic data on which thio report is based.

The Argumcntative Themes

Determination of content-categories for any .conte~nt ,•alysis is diffi-

cult, yet crucial, to the analysis. Any defined qct, of categories is neces-

sarily artificial, since catcgories which have overlapping zontent as well

as common content will have to be combined into single -cntegories. The basis

for such decisions rests with the researcher . It may be that another

researcher, .forking with-the s•.m data, will develop different categories.

In this study, we developed s-i teen ,difforent arnpop;tatLvq themes found
in the Low York Times. lie r.ake no claim ýthat. these a•gumontativo thamea ore

completely independent. Some of the c- )rios dcvelopqd seem to overlap, and

we defend our categories on the ba ; of utility rather than on the basis of

complete independence. Below, we dascriba each argumentative theme and give
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the criteria for placing any theme within a category. Appendix B shows repro-

sentative arguments from c-ch category as they are actually found in the New

York Times. It should be noted that Appendix B shows a::nmplcs only, and

attempts to pick arguments which are positive, neutral and negative in tone,

without purporting to be representative of the proportions which are actually

found in the media with respect to tone.

FALLOUT SHELTERS - GENEIL-JJ

An argumentative theme is recorded within this category if its

subject deals with fallout shelters and if it does not involve

the issue of public versus private shelters. Such a statement

may assert that fallout shelters will or will not afford a given

amount of protection in a particular situation. It might discuss

the number of lives that could be saved by shelters or whether

shelters should be used as extra rooms (classrooms, offices,

family rooms, etc.). %rgumonts are included under-this category

if they concern the program for marking and stocking shelter

space. Statements concerning the amount of protection a shelter

will give against fallout, fire, blast, immediate thermal radia-

tion, could be recorded under this theme or under nuclear

physics, depending on the context of the surrounding material.

If the conteort is primarily reforring to nuclear physics, it would

be coded under that argumentative theme. Otherwise, it would be

coded as Fallout Shelter -- General theme.

O

- ~~ -- - - - ~~~ - S i~---.--
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FALLOUT SHELTERS -- PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE

An argumentative theme is recorded within this category if its

subject is concerned with the argument about public versus

private shelterc. Such a statement may assert that the United

States should adopt a system of public shelters, private shelters,

or both. It may discuss whether private shelters should be kept

private, as long as the moral issue of.secrecy is not raised.

Statements -re included under this theme if they concern home

shelter equipment. Statements are recorded in this category which

discuss the advisability of government aid to private shelter

builders.

•I1pVAJT ARGUMENT

An- argumentative themec-is recorded within this category if its

subject is the moral.is sue involved in civil defense. Ouch a

statement may assert that we do or do not have the rilht to use

anti-sabotage measures in shelters. It may discuss whether we

have a. right to ,dmit or refuse to admit people seeking ontrance

to privatoe or public shelters. Statuumets. will be recorded in

th$.,category if they diS.cus3. whether people in a "safe" area should

ropu.Jse individuals coming from an area under attack* Statemonts

asserting or denying that civil deeusen.oasures will replace or

prevent other measures being taken to prevent war will be v'ecorded

under this theme.
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EIICOURAGE WAR - DISCOUraGE WAR

An argumentative theme is recorded within this zatogory if its

subject deals xwith th2 idea that civil defense measures will either

encourage or diacourgo war. Such a 3tate.ont may assert that

civil defense %All or will not act as a deterrent to nuclear war.

It may assert that civil difense is or is not a form of Insurance

against another viar. Stateniants wili be recorded here if they

-- discuss the possibility that any enemy will increaoa the number

of yield of iZs a-.ttic weapons to counteract civil defense measures.

Statements that the enemy will or will not want to strike before

ouz civil defense measures 4re complete will bi., recorded in this

category.

TIM OY #REFARATION

An argumentative theme ie recorded within this catQgory if its

subject deals writh the appropriats timing for civil defense measures.

Such a Statement may assert that action should or ahould not be

taken right ncn to protect the nation iv. the future. It may

discuss whether enough is now known to proceed immediately with

an extensive civil defense proegram, or whether more research is J

needed. Statemeznt are recorded in this category if th.,y assert

tha t t I Federall-3overnmoat is cr is not already preparod to folimi

-thron'.4h with 'n= given civil deferise effort,,

WIZURE OF ENEW

An argumentative theme is recorded within this category if its

subject is the nature of the enemy in relation to United S3ttos r

VN

N



civil defen~o =aentas. *ueh- -ststont Qy ass'tt th#,,t the

Soviet Uni.on does 3r -~not. h4vc-a 'ivil ftcfamse p~ogram of its

own. it may discues how zxN'nzively the Soviets or Red China

havc pirepared for civil defenst. Statements will be recorded in

-this category which~ avgue that the Scviets reallyr want peAce, or

really uvat war a6 ijll statemen~ts which discuss whether or not

Russicns feel. theLr-cause is worth prote~cting or advancing.

An argumientative- thoane i* tecorded-)%dthin thic categoty.ii its--

htibjcct is the typo cf -attack.. against -vtih, viashould -or c'hould

not b,6 prepar42d. Such- a st-atement riay di-jcisr-th .!ffct atta-k-

conditions have on the nc.ioaa of people who: Ovuutd- survive eft~i-

with or without Protection It may discuia 'Cho _,2*4sbility -6,1 b4

enemy tmissing iiia tar~ct. tatcre:-nls coricorniag who--t -the on~n

will be most -likely t~o attack witt be -rzeordedzhcar --as lstta

ments -toncernirt, how~ many tiumen thi enemy might b~~~ to aii*4I

any, giveu area. Sta-tomerrts will. ha ecre here. rhwa they V

csiss how ma.th protect ion v~rioua famea of civil def Znie cabi pro-

'ý,1e in the arent o~f va'r.orus types of attack.

POT-ArgCKeFlivA S- --

-:,Atc~ruwtt-_ive-thmeL*.rac~crded withSin-this. catepory if it#-

*~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~vh v, ]Atdaa~t ~wilb~pn i~~~~ be; dmes

a1ftzr anucleci-- at"*k hcA osn~tutred- -Such- -i btatemonl may -jaitd~trt

thnti provisiona shouVI or aho1uid not be made Zor continuat1on of-

coummnkations betweien fe~deral, state, &nd local -govermiemat. *Uch
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a statement may a-sort that civilization or life itself may or

may not be worth saving after nuclear attack. Statements concerning

the advisability of banks, businesses and industries preparing

for continuation of services after an attack will be recorded

here. Statements are recorded in this category if they concern

medical supplies for treating people injured in an attack, sanita-

tion facilities after an attack, or methods of procuring food

for populations of dovstated areas after an attack. When a state-

"m.Meit is epecifically concerned with military control of the country

after an attack, it will be recorded hero. If the discussion is

of wilitary control in general, and not confincd to such control

after an attack, it is recorded under Political Arguments.

ECONOMIC A~RGUMENT

An azgumentativo theme is recorded within this category if its

subject concerns th~e costs of civil defense items. Such a state-

ment may assert that civil defense is or is not too expensive in

relation co cthor priorities. It may simply state how much civil

defiene would or should cost, or it may assert that more research

is necessary in order to determine the cost of civil defense.

Statements concerning who should spend what sums of money for civil

detense are recorded in this category. Statements asserting that

the public has or-has not received adequate return for its civil

defense dollar are recorded here.

.4
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NUCLEAR PHYSICS

nm argumentative theme is recorded within thin category if its

subject is nuclear physics related to civil defense measures.

Such a statement may advise evacuation of highly populated areas

on the grounds that such areas would be devastated by blast, shock

wave, or fire storm. It may advise against evacuation on the

grounds that fallout makes evacuation useless. Statements concern-

ing the amount and type of damage that-can be done by modern nuclear

weapons will be recorded in this category, ans viii statements

giving specific information about the types of protective peasuras

nocessary againct specific results., of a nuclear explosion.

HISTORY

An argumentAtivc theme is recorded within this category if its

subject attempts to relate historical events top.resept civil

defense measures. Suph a statement may assert that we.should try to

avoid the errors of past .civil defense,offorts. Such a ;statement

may discuss the notion that past ivil. defense efforts may or may

not have been successful. Statements will.be recorded here if

they .di.scuss Hliroshima or Nagasaki and 4ssort- that these cases

are or are not valuable sources of data for future civil defenso

j �offprts. Statements will be recor~de4 in this .category .if they

diaouss the possibilities that firos or postiloncmi ahdelop

after a nuclear attack as they d~d after hoavy bombing. in Auropean

citie.s during .World War. IX.

0s. A

2a
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An argumentative theme is recorded within this category if its

subject is disarmraent in relation to civil defense efforts. Such

*a statement may assert that the best protection we can have will

or will not be gained by destroying the nuclear weapons we have

or by not building more weapons. Such a statement may assert that

ve should or should not encourage other nationo to destroy their

nuclear weapons. A statement is recorded in this category if it

discusses the poss..bility that we can or cannot deter a nuclear

attack if our retaliatory power is so groat that the enemy knows

it. iuld be destroyed by our counter attack. Statements are re-

C c• here if they suggest that we should or should not divert

the money, time, or energy we spend on civil defense to peacciul

means of settling our differences with an enemy.

CIVIL DEFENSE POLICY

An argumentative theme is recorded within this categoty-if its

U subject deals with the amount and nature of civil defense leader-

ship and information available to the public. 'uch a statement

may assert that adequate civil defense information is or is not

available to the public. It may discuss whether we can get the

type of civil defense program the nation needs without federal

government plans and funds. Statements are recorded in this

Scategary if they discuss who should be responsible for informing

the public about civil defense efforts, Statements asserting that

Sparticular local or state officials should act as organizers and

leaders after an attack are recorded in this category.
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HATURF' OF AMERICAII P1..IC

An argumenrxntivci 0:aie is ri.¢ordcd within this catqoty if ier

&!.ibject deals with the t.aturo of the Amc€ican pccple in relation

to civL1 defensc efforts. Stuch a statement may assert thnt a

civil defensa program in thiv country ib or is not evidence MI•t

the American public-has the will to defend ann prfoote American

ideals. Such a statement may assert that th4- Amrizian public has

"or has not the -ril1l to survive nuclear attack, or thai 'it is or

is otia'possible to predict how Americans would rzooat to a huclear

'war. Statements concerning thxpossibility that Intervnatidnal

crises may or may not influence public intercst in civil deaonso

measures arc recorded here as are statements concerning the pozei-

bilities that the American public are not-pcycholo$icdlly propared

to face a threat of Uorld War fIt

LVIOURT AND TYPE OF ;PAP2RATION 1

An argumentative theme is recorded within thio categoryif its

subject deals with vArious kinds and amounts of civil dfeersen

preparation that should or shottId uot be mado,_-ThA*-4t ,y-,....

however4 excludcs statementa ralatiirg to fallout'sheltersi slince

"there are two categozies for st~temients r•i8rdiig the 1oacessity

for Oallout shelters, Statetwntu in this catogory uky desert that

special'types ot prepazaticn shoull-or should-not bi'ncadu_- fO'-

*r-otectcicn, of pooie who live neb* Air ?'0=co-bal fatic-Mit£Lle -

sittsi Statements i-i this, catagory'my discies thoe-LIqy-bAf ot~ack

"for which it is- feasible to prepare. It ay as ttba a l

"defense program should or sho!,ld not dopend -za the eoforto of-the

VIP
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civiliai• population. Statements regarding the advisability of

evaeuntion are recorded here as are statements concerning the

nnture-arid advi-ability of providing warning systems to guard

agaInst attack.

POLITXCAL A•f ENli r

An argumnentative theme is recorded within this category if its

subject is primarily a reference to politics or political matters.

Such a statement may assert that all the civil defense leaders arc

or are rtot "political hacks." It may discuss ioather the surplus

grain stora~e program is a political trick whereby the Department

of Agriculture can write the surplus off its books. Statements

offering general praise or blame for civil defense programs

sponsored by the administration or by other political groups

are recorded in this category. Political campaign promises of

programs to solve many problems at once, including civil defense

problems, are recorded here. i

General CodW Procgdures

For any category, our sole concern was with the arguments in the article.

St'atmenns of fact, which were not used to make assertions were not considered

arguments. Thus a statement which said that "modern atomic weapons can be

made to yield 75 megatons of explosive force-," would not be considered unless

that fact was used to draw the conclusion that we needed increased civil

defense measures as a result of the "effectiveness of modern weapons." State-

ments which were made in the future .tense were automatically considered as

Z-1



argumentative in nature, although many of them were considered neutral in tone,

rather than favorable or unfavorabie -to O-OD licies.-z .

The initial determination of content categories was made from a sample

of items..taken randomly from the. total number.of items. Uith .the contept cate-

Sories determined, a single coder coded the entire p.opvlat.ipn of, iteps. A,

second coder coded approximately. 25% of the same items in. order to provide a.-.
relibility estimate. The. two coders achvb or¢ent.. On this

basis, we decided to. use the code As prepared by the. codar-.whq hod .codd tho...

entire.populntion of item•. ,

Our method of analysis of, the argumentative themes consisted of reading

through the entire article to ascertain whether there wore statements of an

argumentative nature within it. Once we determined that there were ouch state-

ments, we returned to the beginning of. the articlc to find the first such argu-

meant, Next we attempted. to place the argument within one of our 16 categories,

and ascertain the correct tone for the argument. Then we atteted to determine

whether or not the argument could be identified as c-i from ,. particular

source listed in our breakdoim of sources (Figure A), te then proceeded to

locate the second argumentative theme in the article and determine Its-catagory,

tone- ind- aoutce.: This procedure was followod until all ýrguments appearoin

in the item -were located ard categorited."

1*.
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Basic Description of the Data

Placement of Articles within the Pa2

The placement of "articles relating to civil defense in the New York

times was analyzed by separating the 602 articles into ten categories: (1)

editorial or other "viewpoint of paper" item, (2) News story -- no byline,

(3) News story -- with byline, (4) feature -- no byline (background story,

without current event references), (5) feature -- with byline, (6) letter to

editor) (7) advertisement, (8) magazine article (published in New•York Times

Magazine Section• on Sunday), (9) rbview of book, movie, or TV, and (i0) cartoon

or picture (when published separhtcly from a story).

Table 1 Shows that the most frequently appearing civil defense materials

were news stories, which accounted'for 83% of all items between the two cate-

gories of news'stories. As might be expected, the civil defense related items

• appearing least frequently are ireviews, non-bylined feature stories, and maga-

zinc articles (the latter represented in the' population by a single example).

Item Locae

The locale of thestory was distinguished on four !cvels: local, state,

Snational and international. The coder was. instructed to place the locale of

the story in that area to which the preponderance of material in the story

seemed to relate. Table 2 shows that the majority of items were national in

~origin. This table also indicates the character of the Now York Times as a

"national" newspaper. Comparing the New York Times' items reported on in

this study with samples of civil dafense items from Chicago, Illinois, and
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TABLE 1

PLACEMENT OF ARTICLE Percent~es

Editorial 2.7

News story-oyln 55.7

News story-Byline 27.1

lfeaiure-N6 Byline' .3

Feature-Byline 2'5

Letter to' Editor7.

Advertisement10

liagazine Article ~

Review .

Cartoon or Picture 2.i

TOTAL 100.0

-. - fTAML2 -

ITEM LOCALE ... PercentMa.

International .83

National 51.16[

State Level 25.41

ai jjx

S4. :

- - ---- ~ --- ~-----~. ---- - --- W7
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Lansing, ichigan, papers, we found a considerably greater percentage of

national civil defense stor~ieo in the Times than in either of. :the other two

papers.

Major Thm of Story

A major theme was identified for each of the 602 items in our population.

There were ten categories of major themes. They included: (1) fallout shulters--

general, (2) fallout shelters -- public versus private, (3) nuclear attack, (4)

radiation effects, (5) stocking and marking of shelters program, (6) general

defense policies, (7) likelihood of war, (8) disarmament, (9) general civil

defense policies, and (10) other.

Table 3 shows that the most frequently cited major themes, ignoring the

other category, were fallout shelters -- general (487. of the total) and Gaeeral

civil defense policies (147. of the total). It should be noted thac th- fact

that an item was placed within a particular category for its major t.heme does

not mean that argumentative themes of varying nntures might iot b-± identified

within the story. For example, a story whose major theme seemed to be about

fallout shelters might.contain political arguments or-ec~nomic. arrginxnts withiri

the story.

Source of Item

A newspaper item cla frequently be identifieCc as bafng issued by som=

source, e.g., an official. government, source,.-We mada-ouch a eeterminat-on for

the 602 items appearing in 'our population, utng .-he broad categorts appe.rins

in Figure A. Table 4 shows the percentage of items whiuh ,=n be attributed to-

a particular issuing source. The federal govern includinS official and
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TABLE 3

MAJOR THEIE OF STORY Percent-age

Fallout Shelters-General 47.0

Fallout ShcI1^rs-
Public vs. Prizate 2.5

Nuclear Attack .3

Radiation Effects 1.0

Stocking and I-larking Program 6.2

General Defense Policies 3

Likelihood'of War 1.2

Disarmament .0

General Civil Defonse Policies 14.3

Other 24.3

TO.4L 100.0'

non-official releases cccbuht for over 24% of the tota!Wnumbie•of iteas, vhi1e

items obtained from private citizenr account for thu nct lartaet total. Note

that the "Item Obtaine.d from PrWate Citizen" category consists vot only of

letters to the editor fromi prtvote citizens, but also of news stori•c seemingly

obttned from other thmi official sources. If this catiegory w"ro divided into

stories obtained ':r0m citizens nlt connacteO with government, and "those aitizens

representing aowe con -ct witWf soverteent, e~g., a U.S. u13b.ýor ~ poma

ti~ve, v pe rcentage of itomd obt6nod frota Privitc CUi•.i•4n,• 1los b w the

"20 figur Append C conntaLd a -"able givirfg a f oquency coat o0i all itea,

i bizen do"n' i io tource catogSrios t1hh- o 4'
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TA3BT 4

Source-,of Itait--P~cnx~

Federal Golarnment
Official Release 10.0

Federal Governrent
Non-Official, but
Attributable

State Level Officia! 19.1

State Level Plon-Official
but Attributablu 1.0

Local Level Official .5

Local Level iHcn-Off cial
but Attribtitablc 5"3

Official. Rbleaae from
Private Group 14.0

International News Reh32ase 5.5

Item Obtained krom
Private Cit.%at. 22.2

NMn-Dw-termino)a e .0

•'O'.-L i00.0

Frqýýnc of Pr~umentative Themeu

-,cre were a tota.l of 337 argumentative thcmos identifidnl . the 602

itemra in .vr Pop'lat!.)n. This is an ar:rago of 1,4 thuea per newspaper article

or itra. By far tW. greorcest pcrcentr,?4e oL' these thenca h1id regerence to

Fil.lout Shelters. Tabl-2 5 sfrws 39.47. of all arguwntativo themes refer pri-

marily to fallout aheltern. The fiurte -woteld inn,:enve even more if we had

plac-.' all atguments which rz leaSL 'xn-•toned fallout sheltors •nto one of the

tailout shelter c11agunizs, ;}tice that the "mowal aSnmen-" which recac~vd
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TABLE~ 5

CON!TRYT CAGOI- -

Fallout 512tari-Gonoral 36"4 i i
Public va. Pr~vato 3.0

M~oral Aripment 3.5

.17ncamz-c3e War~ 4.-B8

'Timc of Pz,.pariti.'

-sucof E.~y1.

TjNýo of .4ttaiu .

post .Atach. 2.1ase 6.5

rkonomicAre ie 4.8

iNulear ?1iyvic~s 119

Rist~Gry

Civil Defense Polkey 6,7

Natura of ~Amcmcai Pu.;4ix 12.9

Aavunt anit liy~ ýD 'Prxdtion .7.41

-.. ?rcditI,.a1 Aaupent -6.?

TOV21; 100.0V

m~ch'Of th so mpi, I cartzdrb n~L)~dnal magagiino* accounts for ChIy'3.ft bf tbO",

totq nubctof tfie ii, ths,_etu*-*
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General Tone

Each item was further identified as generally favorable or unfavorable

to policies of the OCD. This determination was made by a strict considerationI of the tone of the argumentative themes in each item. If there wore more

argumentative themes which seemed to be favorable to OCD policies than there

were negative argumentative themes, the article was considered favorable in

general tone. If the balance was reversed the article was considered negative

in tone, ileutral articles represented either a numerical cancellation of

negative with positive argurments, or an item in which no arguments were pro-

sented. Table 6 shows the breakdown of items in terms of the general tone of

4 the entire item. The table shows that by far the greatest number of items are

favorable to OCD policies. If we remove all neutral items from consideration,

the percentagc of favorable items rises to 69.9% of the total of 416 items

which take an attitudinal position.

Source of Argumentative Themes

We also attempted to identify the source of each argument within an item.

Thus an item released by an federal agency may refer to an argument coming from

a nuclear physicist. In such a case, the individual argumentative theme would

be classified as emanating from a private citizen, even though the article

represented a government release.

Table 7 shows that most argumentative themes, 31.07., are identified with

private citizens. The ne:rt most frequent source of argumentative themes is the

federal government, accounting for 28.87. of the total. Local level arguments

account for only 9.8% of the total.

4 __
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TABLE 6

"GENERAL TONE Or ITE=4 Percentage

Favorable . •4.2

Neutral (Balanced) 4.7

""Nutr,. (lo Arguments) 27.3

Unfavorable 20.0

"TOTAL 100.0

TABLE 7

SOURCE OF ARGEIMIEITAIVE THEHES Parcentgeg

Federal Government Official Release .23.3

Federal Government Non-Officias,
but Attributable 33'

State Level Official Release 12.3"

State Level, Non-Official,

but Attributable •.2

Local Level Official Rolese

Local Level, lion-Official

Private Groups " " 12.4

International Vows Release , ." 7.0

Private Citizen's 31.0 "

U, TOTAL 00. I. , , -.. ,

pmm n m m•sn Wm mammmnmm m 1•rm"mm ~m a m _
Immm mm mum m
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IV

n'alysis of thc Basic Data

In this section of thi report, some of the relationships acmng our bnsic

data cnecgorLes will be studied. Spccific-lly, we report (1) the relationship

between nrgunentative thcem c-tegories and the source of those themes, (2)

between the argumentativc thcme c.teprios and the specific tone of each argu-

nent, and (3). between the sourcc )f each nrgument..tive theme and the general

tone of the iterm. These an,.lyscc can only be suCestive oi possible relation-

ships, but indicatc areas w1itre further ,,ork might be indicatcd.

Arrgunent.tive Jhenc versus T;;cm Sou ce

In this analysis, tic nre concerned with the question of whether particular

irgu.ent.tive thences nr -.;:±ciated with curtain kinds 3ý sources. T.ble 3

shows the results of this i.nnlysic. In this table, the arruncntative thco!s

idcntified are tabulated n-ninnL the source iVentificd with the them. In

reading the tnble,. it shoul, be noted that the s.urce bein, referred to is

not the source of the entire article, but rather is the iource identified with

the particulnr argument.

tie expect to find a rel.tively well-distributcd set of arguments acruss

iources. That is, if the discussion over civil defense policies in the press

is to be well-balanced, wc should expect about as nnny nrgunrnts associatcd

With official government sour'cez as are associated with private 8rjups and

ind;vidu:iUs. A lock at the totals running across the bottom of TAbl 8 shows

th,.a,: over th,: entire set of arrumentativc themes we do scen to have this balance.
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"" (•7 25.4 35 10 44 C P4

"" Ftolou 10hottila 6 r O

aPr 0 2 0 1 24 1 4 1 0 4
> P 4 0 0 0 a9
T 0 .0 0 0.0 t 0 " 0

Aiur "4 >nm > 0 > > 0 4 0 V4 3 m 01

P4p b. $,4l:c 24 9 aG w P4 0 0 4 0

f, AU i A
.14 4j

TABLEO 8 .04 "4 ->-: ~ ?C

l4, •tc h~c1 0J 2~ 0 tO i 0 1 0

rcono& Cu 0 U U4 4 42 P4 04

Fallout Shelterc-
Gen•ral 74 10 49 2 26 4 36 15 35 1 305

Publtcvos.rivt. 7 0 2 0 2 1, 1 0 12 0 25

MoralAru.uncnt 0 0 2 0 2 0 3 1 13 0 29

Encoura:gQ o t•ed
Piacourb I c la.r 2 1 17 0 0 0 1.2 4 19 1 40

Tiep.ofPreparaion 3 7 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4

Nature of Eneny 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 7 0 16

Typo of ?.tt:%ck 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 4 0 7

P'ost Attaick 1'hmuc is 2 3 0 2 0 10 0 13 0 54

EconoiL- A! ,rrumnt 19 2 10 0 2 0 2 2 5 0 41

N~uclear Phycice 4 0 1 0 1 0 2 1 6 1 16

History 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 5

Disarrkamcnt 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 3 0 13

Ci~i.Deftnac Policy 16 2 _5 0 3 3 5 3 11 0 56

Naiturý. of *.mcrican

Publ1., 18 Z 7 0 12 5 17 11 35 0 103

Prep~-rti a 17 2 9 0 5 12 6 1 9 1.6 -

Poll Lcal '.rguncnt 10 2 10 0 1 0 2 7 24 0 56

194 29 103 2 57 25 105 59 259 4.

TOTAL - 837
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If we divide the tabli. into Zhose arguments associated with offici-l government

releaseu at any level -d comp:-re that figure with the totals associated with

private groups arid !ndividuald, we find that there arc 354 argumentative themes

associated with official gcr-rcrnment sources, cnd -364 themes associated with

private groups ar.d individuals. This does indeed represent a balanced position

iu the civil defense policy c)ntroversy.

floiyever, if we loolt at Lndvivdual arguments, the balonce is harder to
UV

a*^.. The Horal Argument, for exanplc, is greatly overbalanced in favor of

private groups and individuals, and there axe acturlly only 4 argumentative

themes which can be idciaified as coming from officla7 government sourcco.

The Economic Argument, shown a balance just the i,.ozse of the Moral Argument

category. Here, almost all of the attention ha6 been pai, by 1eoertl, official

sources, and almost no attention has been paid by private sources. The

Disarmament category shows the same pattern as does the MIoral Argument

category. Private sources have been interested in this category, Aot govern-

ment sources,

SThe real question regardinig the desirability of a balanced pc-dtion

canno,; be answered in this report. We need to establish tho relative eoffctive-

ness of each argumentative category before deciding whether the failure oK

government sources to construct and use arguments from the Mora' argumcnt

category represents a serious weakening of the position of OCD. If wO werc

to find, through Zield research, that the Moral Argunentative theme were the

Smost effective theme in torms of changing attitudes, then vo might have t;

conclude that even though the total positton seems to represent a b.42anced

position, the federal goveriment does not have the advantane in the ovurall

policy discussion. This •eport can only indicate the nied for such research.

- 91,
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Argumentative Theme versus 3pecific Tone of the Theme

Ile have already sugcesLed that the general tone of the newspaper articles

used- for -this study was favorable to overall .OCD.policies .(T•blo..6). In this

analysis, we ask the question as to the relationship between the argumentative

"themes and the attitudinal tone of those themes. Table 9 shows this relation-

ship. The overall resulto show the attitudinal tone of the arguments identified

to be favorable to OCD policies. The 532 favorable arguments represent 63.5%

"of the totil number of argumentative themes. Themes specifically unfavorable

to OCD policies represent only 30.17 of the total.

"However, there are Ca number of disparities in the table. While moat

of the arguments are favorable, those in the Encourage War -- Discourage Uar

category and in the Disarmar.ent category are unfavorable to OCD policies. That

isL there are more arguments saying that civil defense efforts will encourage

war and will hinder disarmauent efforts than arguments arguing that civil defense

rwill not encourage war or hinder disarmament. If future research should show

* :that thesc are important categories, then we must conclude that official

sourcqe might well complete arguments of this type.

Argumentative Theme Source versus General Tone of the Article

In this analysis, we are concerned with the relationship between the

source identified with particular arguments, anid the goneral tone of:the.-

Mitcle in which the argument appears. Table '10 shows the resulte.of .thi

onalyci..

-The results of this analysis are straightforward. Ie expect to find

• artielei6 atsociated with official government sources at any level to be almost

Scompletely favorable to civil defense policies. The table shows that this is
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"Tone of Argumentative Thcracs
Argumentative

Theme Categories a'vorable Neutral Unfavorable Totals

Fallout Shelters-
General 212 13 00 305

Fallout Shelters-
Public vs. Private 14 4 7 25

Morai. Argument 16 5 0 29

Encourage and
Discourage War 11 2 27 40

Time of Preparation 4 0 0 4

1Nature of Enemy 7 3 6 16

Type of Attack 4 1 2 7

Post Attack Phase 44 1 9 54

Economic Argument 23 2 1G 41

Nuclear Physics 8 1 7 16

History 2 2 1 5

Disarmament 0 1 12 13

SCivil Defense Policy 35 2 19 56

Nature of uneri %an
Public 58 10 40 100

Amount and Types of
Preparation 57 2 3 62

Political Argumvent 37 4 15 56

TOTALS 532 53 252' 837
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indeead the case. The table shows that 62.7% of !%ll articles from official

govoriment sources at all three levels of federal, state and local are favorable

to civil defense policies. Only 6.4% of the items associated with official

government sources are unfavorable to civil defense policies.

The only category of source releasing items to the New York Times which

shows . larger number of unfavorable items than favorable ones is the category

of items obtained from private citizens. Many of these irill be in the form of

letters to the editor or as arguments contained witthin a general story and

obtained from a ptivate citizen. Official releases from private groups) like

SANE or the Committee on Correspondence, also show a high peoiccntage of unfavor-

able arguments, but certainly not a majority of arguments.

From thls an;lysic, we can only conclude that during the period studied,

civil defense was not considered negatively by most of the sources writing on

the topic.
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Summarv

This content analysis cannot be described an representative of the nation's

press. It was conducted on only one newspaper, and conducted over a limited

period of time. We would c:.pect to find that percentages reported in this report

would not obtain for other types of news media, nor perbaps for other papers.

lHowever, this analysis does provide an indication as to the typos of

arguments used in the civil defense area, the nature of sources identified with

those sources, and some ideas of the relationship between these variables and

attitudinal variables relating to the general tone of the argiMents.

In this report, wm suggest that there are sixteen oenoral types of

arguments to be found in the Now York Times. Those arguments range from i
1 general arguments about the desirability for fallout slelters to arguments

attempting to relate civil defense activities to disarmament activities. What

we cannot suggest in this study is the relative effectiveness of various .urgu-

mentative categories. That is, if you were to argue that we need civil defonvo
II

because it will discourage war, and I argue that we need civil defense because

we have a mcral duty to protect ourself from attack, this atudy does not indi-

,cate which of these two types of arguments is the most effective in terms of

Ichanging attitudes. This is the type of study which ve propose for the comins
I year' s wn.-rhoA

SI

A

gI
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Ameqtij Themes in x-i. l Defense:

Contbyent Analyis of the New York Times,

by Erwin P. B.attinghau~s
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This appendir. presents a comparison between the University of Pittsburgh

study, gjk D and Soci , by Jeri Nehnevajsa (Contract OCD-0S-62-267,

Oflice of Civil Defer.se, Department of Defense) and the Michigan State

University rsport, Argumentative Themes in Civil P ifqn: (2 _AC ent tAna).sis

.g l Ac4 1"k . jt by Erwin P. Bettinghaus (Cortract OCD-PS-64-7i).* That

the two reports are d~fferent in content, scope, mei.hodology, apd objectives is

readily -npparent. However, careful analysis of both,,has indicated to our

satisfaction that the reporta.are sufficient=ly complimentary in pertinent areas

that the similarities, and in some cases the differpnces, are usefuL kn thq

future determination of trhote kinds of. arguments which are mopt .persuasive in

the area of civil defense. -,It should be. noted at this point, and will be

elaborated on later, that many of the apparent differences stem from 4ifferencis

in the terminologies used rather than from fundamental inconsistencies.

The Michigan State study undertook a content analysis.. of a major newspapers

the NML•_t T , for the period between May, 1961, and Novemberi 1962, wittx

the assumption that rigorous design is essential to-a systematic study of .the

civil defense message system. All material relating to civild.efense during•.

this period was determined and catagorized, using as the major, umLt of. 4ma-lysis

the argumentative themes appearing in the items. From the aetual.content studied,

it was determined that all themes could be placed in one of sixteen-,raLetively

independent categories. Using this methodology, it was possible to determine the

number and nature of the themes which appeared in one major newspaper source

during a specified period.

* This appendix'wav prepared .by John R. Weston and Roboxr 3. Arundale of-the
Department of Communication, Michigan State Ulniversity, under the direction
of frwin P. Bettinghaus.'..

it
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The Uxiversity of Pittsburgh study took an entirely different approach.

As we interpret ity the author takes the position that civil defense may be

viewed as a complex., dynamic system operating within our society and having

considerable impacý upon both our society and other societies. The fact that

the short and long.run effects of the implementation of such a system-are

highly speculativehas produced a great deal of conjecture, and has resulted

in arguments fog and against both the "idea" of civil defense and specifid

civil defense programs. The claim is made that arguments against civil,

defense or aqy such system are part of ten fundamental "barriers" to acceptance.

Each argument opposing Civil Defense policy is considered to be a manifestation

of the existence of a particular barrier for an individual and is coded

accordingly in the report.

Because the methodologies of the two reports are so different, it is not

appear to correspond closely. In one report, a specific category system is

developed through consideration of the actual content under study, while in

the other, a general category system is used which is based on an underlying

rationale and which subsumes any argument. Obviously, the issi-' is not whether

one system is "right" or "wrong," or for that matter, if neither or both are

"right" or "wrong." Rather, consideration should be given to the differences

in the respective objectives of the studies and to the usefulness of-the

methodologies employed in reaching these objectives.

The.objectives of the Pittsburgh report are much broader than those of the

Michigan State report. Based on "an extensive search of the pertinent literature

over a five year period" and a consideration of selected, empirical field

research data taken from other pieces of research, the Pittsburgh repprt presents

the entire complex of negative civil defense arguments within a systematic

framework of bairiers to acceptance. A rationale for the existence of each

41
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barrier is developed within the civil defense framework, allowing some broad

conclusions to be tentatively made concerning the impact of civil defense on

AmeriLan society, The report also explores and discusses the problems of

civil defense in terms of techrnical ambiguities, politics, and important

human values, modestly attempting to show the importance of their interdepen-

dencies. The Pittsburgh report is not a final statemen," of the complexities

of civil defense, but rather, provides some of the "raw materials in terms of

which soutid debates about the nation's civil defense policies may continue...
I

in which more evidence•, and less passion, may be brought to bear upon problems."

(Nehnevajsa, p. 531) The report is, then, relatively eomplqte from the stand-I

point of providing a framework within which Civil Defense personnel can operate

in formulating future arguments.

The Michigan State study is a segment. of on-going research having the

ultimate objective of providing the Office of Civil Defense with speqific

information concerning those kinds of civil defense arguments which are most

persuasive to the different types of.peop.le making.up the American public. As

a first step in this research, it was felt necessary to determine the kinds of

arguments being.put forth in the media and the .relative -frequency with which.,

they occur. (It is assumed chat, within limi.ts, the relative frequenpy, provides

an estimate of the importanceof a particular theme.) In .this first phase•., the

report also identified the arguments. as to tone (favorable, neutral, or unfavor-

able to Civil Defense), source, item locale, and placement of the. article.

In short, on most bases the two reports are not comparable. The Pittsburgh

report is more global and is concerned ,w7ith the impact of civil defense, on

sociey and with presenting what might be termed an "ethic." The Michigan State

study, while. less "global," will contribut• to the. etermination of the kinds

of civil defense arguments which are most persuasive. It is in the eventual.:
I

I
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I
utilization of these expected findings by civil defense authorities that due

consideration should be taken of the probable impact which policy decisions

based on the findings could have on society.

Despit i differences in scope and objectives, a comparison of the two I
reports can be made with respect to the systems of categorizing civil defense'

arguments. Because the two investigators chose to look at the civil defense I
situation from different viewpoints, the approaches used in categorizing are -

somewhat different. Since the two reports deal with the same general body of

material, however, the two category systems should be, by and large, compatible. I
To test this, all arguments given in the Pittsburgh report as examples of the

existence of each b'arriur were coded in terms of the categories used U .LWe

Michigan State report. The results of this cross-codification are shown in

Table II and are analyzed and interpreted in some detail in the body of the

report which follows. J
Barrier I - Terminal Goals

Barrier £ of the Pittsburgh report pcrtain& to the unacceptability of the

terminal goals of civil defense and revolves around the notion that the

protection of human lives and property in the event of eremy attack is undesir-

able. Very little needs to be said about this barrier since, as Nehnevajea

statýs, "There ere probably no Americans who subscribe to this notion."

"ZNehnevajsa, p. 528) The fact that the Michigan State study uncovered no such I
arguments, either, supports his contention. The reason for including this

barrier as a category when, in fact, there are no civil defense arguments

belonging to it appears to result from the nature of the category system. As

the author points out, the barrier paradigm is a representation of opposition

to any system, and while this one barrier does not seem to be applicable to the .1
civil defense system, many systems could be defined for which it would be crucial.

.1
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TABLE II

p-4
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0C 0 0 0 w 0 0

0 o ."4 0 • 4 .

0 O-I C Cd 0)
i-4 •-, -4'. ,.-

$-4 -.. '.- E-4 ,

, (,veI.Pefe (General)** 16 12 2 1 1
(Pu "lic ;5 ) .:. + i [;,. ' " ' *o-'= -• ..] + -• "-. . .-

'Shelters (General). -5 6 6 36 7

- •e terq, vs. - - 5-

3. Moral--Ag= t 9- ,
4 Encourage War-

Diacoura.ge..War 49_2 431 5 0 .
6- Nature -of.Enemy - ] -

T7 type o-Attack 12 ._• , -_

8 Post Attack Phase 13 ...9

9 Economic Argument 21i

j 10 Nuclear Physics -0

11 History 0

U2 Disarm'ament. - [ ,.- ' -3-

13 Cllvil Defense: Polic'y -.

"14. NaxurA of..Americah Publf1 t A 2 " .. .1 6T3

15, Amount and Type of 0 ._ ._ . _..Prepaiatfon h ' - .....-..
16 Political Aig"neht __' "__ -" "" 7

"" .. ' .:-" ." ,' -8 :"

* -: .. . +. :K 18 '~ tU ,5 Q ,Q..4120 48

Wbere an example mrade. more than one cJAimi. eEach l'aim was categrized separately.

-* 4Not originaLly included in Michigan State category system.

• ** "o-spezific-examples included in the-Pittsburgh report.



Barr~er M7 - limportance of Tz~tiinal Goala

BnLrrier IT- assumnes the a-cceptability of the tormiinc.1 goals (prot~it:lug

life arad prop~erty), but: discussep oppisition of~ -ivil dcfGese progrrrms in

general because of t~heir relatively lo0w priority or imp~ortance. Thi.s

oppositldu3, as sumrmarized by Nehtnevajaa,, ivlud;ýs argumn~ets abovt no~-1

importance auch as; civil defens~e system~s are not iteeded at this Omne because

a majgr war is unlikely; the fate of man is determnined by a,)-; it .s unldi~aly

that nucleor weaporý# _ould ~be used even if w.,Ar did come; a prZi4 taC

would effectively destroy ou~r en~emies.: the eneav;7 would not dare atteick becadise

of our retallacory power; and ,ims control~ or total disaa-mament places the,

thr~at,of nucloar war in the realm of the lrlpobsible.

In an analysis of the exam~plesa given in the repcrt as indicatiye 74 f

existence of Barrier 1I, it~was found that -,bout one-quavter would have 'b-can

placed under the category "Fallout Shelters-Genseal-' ui-!ng ttle M~chlsaa StaLie

system. Such argypents~mad~e sppcLUf.izm,ýtipo of fallout shelter,- rea-%er than

of verll rogam.-A Neyl a-half of the examples given under Barrier I,

however, dealt with the unacceptability of civil defense prograims in a!-neral,

as in the following examples:

,..(quoting Senator Stephen M. Young) The time haa
come to ab'olish the OCDM's billion-dollar boondýýSgle.
We must devote our utmost efforts tow~.rd finding a
peaceful solution to the world's problems. That is
our only permanent shelter...
... (quoting Governor Robert Meyner) There is on3 and
only one defense against a nuclear war -- and t~hat is
peace...
.,(quoting Sena. r Stephen M. Young in the Progreaisive)

--In my view, xio civil defense pt 6ram will protect our
citizenry adequately o*hould war strike. The survival
of 180,000,000 Aftiericans -- indeed of all m~nkind -

depends not on civil defense but on peace.
(Nehnevajsa, p. 107)
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.If..it is not: appa~rent, to persons qf :a, een the

w-' Wish to use as arms, ,and, that tachnologic~l
adva.ices have made even the great booins of man
(i a. hatcteriology, chemistry) into potential means
of mass slaught-er~, and that truly the means are so
nm~erous that defense becomes ippossibley. i %uess
-Re are doomed. (Nehnevajsa, p. 107)

This is a disconcerting barrier,, for the Michigan State report does not

irelude a ucategory for such arguments. Since it appeared'fro'm the Pittsburgh

report that a cofigidetAble number of arguments revolved aroun~d the notion that

civil eCte1pRe programs in general are unnecessary,, why was- it-t'hat the Michigan

State report included nc such argumenti?

A reasonable explanation for this discrepancy emerges when the time span

chosen for the Michigan State content analysis is considered. The period was

Zrom May, 1961, to Novemnber, 1962, and was selected because it represented a

time interval w~hen there was increased interest in civil defense due to the

Cuban situation, and a subsequent increase in materials pertinent to the s~t~ld

in the nation's press. Although this sele~ction had some obvious advantages,

it also had the disadvantage of excluding from the sample an important theme

which probably wiould be.,rore in evidence b~ie~~ a rta rss

In other words.. as the.,pobic perceives an iacrea~se in the probability of

nuclear war, there will be a corresponding decrease in arguzments that civil

defense in general is unnecessary. .Instead,:.the public~r,.ll become more con-

cerne..± w hsecifi~c civil defense programps uch as falltkut shelters,, (more

concerne¶I:17ith "operational goals" to use Nehnevajsa' s*terminology).. This

differeape,!n tlig~precence or absence of arguisents on. civil defenike in era

was the iuajor. iniconsistency in the two category systems,. In, future research

d ea 1inw itk-. thb;4fa~~ persuasivene~ss of -civil defense the~s this.% iudings

4s pýr er-s of p.~-~;~u ature, will have t.9 be t~en:- int~o con~sider.

4tiOg 1i ~4~t to t~p qrP-q0i.~ i*i~ton. some exainplfp of -ar ie.. . X were
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also placed in the Michigan categories "Post-Attack Phase" and'bisarmament.'"

Barriers III and IV ý Operational Goals and Importance of Operational Goals

Barriers III and IV have to ,do r~spectively with the unacceptability of

the operational trans~ation of the terminal goals and with opposition because

of the relatively low priorities assigned to such operations. The unacceptability

of the operations (Barrier III) is largely a result of questions arising from

ambiguities surrounding the type of attack and the desired protection. Inplicit

in the arguments that a particular operation is unacceptable, however, are the

notions both that the operation or system does not provide adequate protection

and that it is of low priority. (Barrier IV). It seems then that not only is

it difficult to cast a particular argument into either Barrier III or Barrier

IV, but it is also possible that an argument could meet the criteria for

Barrier V (Effectiveness). This is a problem which the Pittsburgh report faces

and which is, of course, true to varying degrees for any category system. For

example, the following argument is given as evidence both for Barriers III or

IV, and V:

... Fallout shelters themselves are only a
minimum; firestorm protection is needed too...,
... Many fallout shelters that happened to be
within a firestorm area would not afford
survival -- because the fires would use up

--all available oxygen quickly -- unless they
could be sealed and were equipped with a
bottled oxygen supply. •(Nehnevajsa, p. 187)

While it is not impliedthat the Michigan State category system has

completely solved the problem of overlapping categories, the problem has been

substantially reduced. The importance of having rQlatively exclusive categories

is a major concarn of the Michigan State research, fdr only by achieving a high

degree of.mutual exclusivity will it be possible to determine the relative

persuasability of themes and to test the interactions. For these purposes,

then, Jt has oftgn been-meaningful'to subdivide the-material covered by certain
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of the Pietsburgh barriers into several. argumentative themes. This process was

folloLed for Barrier I aad II above, and for bther barrier.s. Int dealing with

the example.a given in Barriers III Aid TV as indications of Opposition to the

operational ggl8, of civil defensei it was found thai;.about pae-half fell into

the Michian!$tate: .cate~ory "Type of Attack," and abou- one-half into "Fallout

Shelters ;GeneraI.. It does. not follow, however, that Nehnevaj'sA"should -have.:

created exclusive classes of arguments for the Pittsburgh Vbport. As has been

pointed oit, the objeitives of the two projects-ar6 widely 4ifforent; -jad. the

approac'h taken.,in the littsbur~h report to meet its 6biectives iproved to be

very fruitful. ' - :-.

Barrier V - Effectiveness of the System ".

Barrier V i:. the Pitt'.bu•,:,;h report pertatns to the effhctiveness of a

civil defense system on any grounds. "Ba;.rier V postulates that terminal

objer~tives are acceptable, and, also, sufficiently important. It assumes that

their operational translation into design goals is also acceptable and considered

important. Yet, the objectivbs'may be viewed unattaina6ie. Or alse, particular

designs to meet the objectives may be viewed-,inadequate." ('Nehnevajsa, p. 190)

Nearly three-qucrters of ýhe examples given in the Pittsburgh report as

reflecting such views of effectiveness would fall into the Michi an State

catego-.1es "Fc.l out Shelters-General" and "Fallout Shelters-Public vs. Private."

This is reasonable, for when arguments are made about a civil defense system a

major concern is with its degree of effectiveness. Since the major civil defense

system considered in both reports iL the fallout shelter, arguments for or against

civil deftnse (i.e. for or against fallout shelters) will of necessity be state-

ments about the effectiveness of shelters. This is noted in the description of

the criteria for the Michigan State category "Fallout Shelters-General:" "Such

a statement may assert that fallout shelters will or will not effort a given

3
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amount of protection in a particular.situat4nn." (Bettinghaus, p. 6)

llcwevar, there is more involved in a civil defense system than just the

shelvers. The Michigan State categories are particularly helpful in defining

these other areas, for it will be noted in Table II that in addition to the

shelter categories, a number of the Pittsburgh examples fall in the category

of "Post Attack Phase." People will eventually have to come out of the shelters

and the, final measurement of the effectiveness of the system must take into

accoL-t the fact that "people have to survive not only the attack but also the

conditions immediately following their egress from shelters." (Nehnevajsa, p.

207) The problems that might exist after the attack can be noted from examples --

quoted from both reports:

Dr. James K. Shafer, H0_4tthAdvisor of the Office
of Emergency Planning, said that rebabilitative
care of sick and injured and maintenance'of
satisfactory health conditions for uninjured
survivors would be a task of mammoth proportions.
(Bettinghaus, p. 44)

_'hey ealize tGat any survivor of an all-out nuclear
wdr will thereafter live the life of Hobbes'
primative man -- solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and
short, (Nehnevajsa, p. 291)

A number of the examples included under Barrier V would also be placed in

the Michigar State category "Type of Attack." Nehnevajsa notes the importance

of considering the type of attack: ",..Assurances from some military authorities

that they are able to defend ':heir citizens do not specify how they propose to

deal with possible biological attack. Certainly normal mnlitary methods of

defense would be quite useless.. ." (Nehnevajsa, p. 286) Similar emphasis is

placed on the type of attack in the Michigan State report: "the value of civil

defense preparation would depead on thi typce of attack, the size of the blast,

and whether the :xploeion was in the air or on the ground." (Bettinghaus, p. 42)
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Effectiveness ef a defense system is the combined effect of the various

elements of the system. That is, it is necessary to consider shelters In the

light of information about the effectiveness of shelters in general, as well

as of private and public shelters, the post attack phase, and the various

types of attacks. The important points of a system are thus identified, as

well as the broad or overall concepts of the. system. The two reports apprQach

the same information, each from a different vantage point.

Barriers VI and VII - Total Cost and Time Cost of the System

The arguments for and against civil defense systems on the grounds of .7

economic considerations were found in the Michigan State study to be about the

sixth most frequent argumentative theme. ("Fallout Shelters-General" was the

most frequent theme.) In the period covered by the analysis, about 4.8% of,

the total items dealt with this theme. Unfortunately, the Pittsburgh report

does not list examples for its two barriers. -oncerned wi~h costs. An objective

comparison is thus hard to make, but it app- .rs that Barriers VI and VII are of

the same nature as the arguments in the Michigan State c.ategory "Economic

Argument."

Barrier VI deals with co$t in suc.h.a manner that co st ,irVQlves the tpta1.

amount of money involved for a complete systeu. Barrier V1i dqals wlith cost

per unit time, with the distinction that systems which may be unacceptable in

terms of total cost may be acceptable if the cost is spreid over a certap 4umnber

of time units (or vice versa). Nehnevajsa observes, .howeyer) "it. wouldbe very

hard indeed t:z use-the available data to show that civil defense Peystems are

viewed too expensive in absolute terms;, or that they are vtewed two expensiv.e

for the anticipated effectiveness." (Neh e-Ea., p., 298) Ne1hnvajou also con-* .... ;.' •,. e:- . " ? -o . .

siders under cost certain money-equivalents like time, enkrgy, or .various induce-
'S O where money wo , b i l .-. -J-. . .*. of

•. meats where money :would be involved. only indiLrectiy, Lt.,?- heipful to be aware of
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rhib di i n•.to,'"" ef :'types" cf cost, and it is pessible that inforostion will

be founc to bring -ri¢c inpottancý týo th,= distinction '4.p future analyses.

'The Nichigan State report hns piated all itw-9 cf cost inzc the eingle

category of "Economic Argument:" "An argu-rentativu thema is recorded within

this category if its subject concerns the .osts of civil defense items. Such

statements 6ay assert that ciiil defense is or is not too expensive in relation

to other priorities. It may simply *tatehcw much civil defense would or should

costo..Who should spend what sums...[and] .. that the public has or has not

received adequate return fzr its civil defense dollar.. ." (Bettinghaus, p. 10)

Thus, while a direcc comparison cf orguments and examples was not possible, the

nature of the considerations included in Barriers V! and VII and in the category

"Ecunomid'Argumenf" would indicate that they are closely related.

Barrier VIII - Impact on Personality

Barrier VIII is concerned with oppdsition tc civil defense because of the

effects it may bring on personality. Nehneva~sa notes that the relations of

civil defense systems and personality characteristics which bring non-acceptance

are of two dimensions. First, there are arguments that civil defense efforts

attract thoee of authoritarian and aggressive natures so that civil defense

programs may reflect these outlouks. And second, there are arguments that civil

defense may change some personality characteristicz-, in particular having an

effect on perscnal anxiety, aggressiveness, selfishness, pessimism, and thL

development of a "black and white" view of life and of a false sense of security.

Just under one-third of the arguments which are classified as Barrier VIII

would be included or classified under the Michigan State theneg "Fallout 3helters-

General." In particular, these are the arguments in both reports dealing with

the amount of protection provided and with the false sense of security created

by shelte~s (6r by civil defense in general). Over one-third of the arguments
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which are ineluded, in Barrier VIII would be. classified under t~he Michigan State

theme 'Mc~ral Arguxpent." in both reports, these argurients'concern "sheiter

wr'ality" (moral issues of the r:ýghf to admit or refuse peopLe to privat-e -.,r

Public a1alcers) and the chana-cz -LA the personality and behavior af individudls

toward sheltera andi tciward each .)her under attack conditions, This' emRIp1e

from.-the Pittabukgh report may serve t& illustrate the type of argumbnt,*

*..6 In addition, the fasciLnat" on with sheltera,
especially private shelters, has ever thus far
fostered some rather ugly and discouraging
responses in. our people -- a kind of defeatism
and v1.thd-rawal inl the face. of the great issue
of our day, arid a reversion to the selfishness
land cruelt? cf the savage. Al.ready u-2 haveS
invented a grim term for what we expect of one
another -- the phrase 'shelter morality"'...
(?Nehnevajsa, p. 415)

In additivn, juet under orze-quarter ~of the arguments of Barrier VIII deal

with the possibility that the_ overall changes in personality might tend to

encourage war. These arg~umenvts would be £included with those under the Michigan

State theme "Encourage War-Discourage War." Arguments that civil- defense

systems might re^place or prevent other measures being taken to prevent war are

also included here. FfItally, arguments under Barrier VITI dealing with the
Al

types of personalities drawn to civil defense and the corresponding effects co

civil defense programs were included with the Michigen State theme "Political

Argument." In similar rianner, arguments concerning the poasbi~lity of widespread

aniuety in the public were placed with the theme-"Nature of the Amer~.can P~ublic."

Bexrier IX -Impact on Society

In his introduction to Barrier !X, Xelinevajsa notes that in one sense his

ent'ine report discusses zhe effects ofl civil defense on society. In a narrower

sensoý, havever, tha societai effects of civil defense may also form a barrier.

Thdre are four main cortionentN or factors which might bring non-acceptance of

i~iI
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delVeLX s~~~y~teiui beratie Ur II8LIg UUL;LL~J. 4.'VJtL. ALICY C J.=2 4A& L~U~

the movement in the direction of Increased centralizationof power in the

Federal.government-thae would be necessary with a lazge civil defense program;

the necessary increased concentration on the military. establishment; and the

regimentation which would be required in all phases Df life to make the system

effective (together with a loss of cherished values and diversion of resources,

to civil defense).. Each of these three above components of the unacceptable

impact on society are part of what has been fearei as leading to a "garrison -

society." In addition, there is a fourth component or consideration that

civil defense has a potencial to promote existing societal cleavages and to

create new ones,

Because of the wide range of possible effects of civil defense on society

and the corresponding wide range of arguments presented, it is difficult to

establish a definite correspondence with the Michigan State themes. Two themes,

however, do seem to relate generally to Barrier IX. About one-third of the

examples in th& Pittsburgh report would be placed under the Michigan State theme

"Nature of the American Public." In the Pittsburgh report, these arguments deal

with the necessary regir.entation of life and loss of established values under a

large civil defense system, and relate to arguments in the Michigan State report

on whether or not thQ imerican people have the will t-i survive a nuclear attack

or to defend American !deals and whether Americans are or are not psychologically

prepared for World War III.

An additional one-third of the examples in the Pittsburgh report. would be

placed in the Michigan State category "Polirical Argument." Such arguments

concern the possible increase in centralization of power in the Federal govern-

ment and the incrvased emphasis on the military with a large civil defense sustem.
- r e o.4 suci aefense are!

Examples of such arguments are:
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..(CP has caused) *"Thpe opening, of the door. to
military and state controls over the individual."...

*... CD would have an e'ffeet upon individual American
homes, business and local government even more far-
reaching than the effect of the draft program at the
height of World War II. For through CD wevezy American
pitize~n would, iii effect, be drafted into the military
program. of the U. S.... (N1ehnevajsa, p. 476)

(It should be noted that the Mlichigan State report includes certain ot~her

discussions abou~t civil defense efforts and control under,"Civk* Dqfenpe

Policy.")

Finally, peveral examples included under Borrier IX might bo, related-~to

the Michigan State categorips "She]lters-Fubl~c vs. Private" apd "Encourage We-

Discourage War." Arguments w.hich Nahnevajso finds concerned with the posaibi.

effects of large civil defense-systems in. promoting existing societal pl~eavagC

and creating new ones do not appear to be covered in the Michigan State, categ~o4.es.

However, as Neh-nevajsa notes "...it would be difficult to use the available

evidence to suggest that cellil defenag programs, hav;e Peen..so divisive in naturt

that they have become dangerous to -the nations social or~der."1. (Nehnevajsa,

p. 431) Thus, although this aspect of the barrier has been mentioned in saime

instances, it does not appem; to be- a widespz~ead effect and wgg~ld protably not

be prevalent to a great extent in .tbe American ppe~ss.,,

Barrier X - Inter~iational Effects of Civ-Ll Defense

Barrier X, dealing with the non-acceptance of civil defenqq.sysitems because

of international effects, fias t3:6 major aspects. First, aivtl dafense systems

may be unacceptable benause thoy Lndicata to the world a self iahness or lack

of con,--ern on the part of the U. S. fcr the 9tther countw'ies whio4 wouW4

udbtably be affectad should nuclear w,4F occur. (Almig 14t t~ e4~ of

selficabess goes 4;hat 'of poor uizaonof needed ra-sotaiees.) 8.4conid.,. Ovil
dews sytm.ma e*

d_,tabl hyom ay e ~kcause of the,~ -ef fer,ý on Pomi -fezmies.
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That is, civil defense may enhance the likelihood of war through its provacative

nature, it may tend to accentuate the arms race, and it may have a "hardening"

effect on the positions taken by nations in seeking arms control or disarmament.

'in these respects, civil dcfende might defeat its purpose by increasing the

expectations of war and thus leading to "higher i:endencies" for war to occur.

Mearly all uo 'he examples given under Barri.er X would be classifted under

"Encourage'War-Discourage War" in the Michigan State report. These are, in

particular, arguments on whether or nct civil defense is a deterrent to war ot

a form of "insurance" against war, together with statements on the accentuation

of the arms race (say, tc counteract shelter effectiveness)%, and on the possi-

bilities that an enemy may want to strike before civil defense measures are

complete. Two examples from the wide range of argiments may make the point

clearer:

The following is from "An Open Letter to
President Kennedy" which was presentea as an
"advertisement in The Nexi York Times by 200
professors of five (5) universities in the
tBoeten area: "To sum up, we believe that
although the present civil defense program,
and in partlzular the construction of fallout
shelters, might save a small fraction of the
population iL a nuclear war, this potential
gain is more that offset by the fact that such
activity prepares the people for the acceptance
of nuclear war as an instrument of national
policy. (Bettinghaus, p. 37)
... By preparing people psyc.Iologically for war,

by incr.asing their fear and hatred for at. enemy,
CD is in fact increasing Lhe &en•er of war by
creating the sort of climate that will produce
it. (Nehnevajsa, p. 514)

Other argments include& in Barrie* X might fall under "Nature of the

American Public" nr other categories, but they are not a major emphasis.

N~he~*aJsa's consideration of civil defense's poasible effect in creating

*an international image 6f selfishness or lack of concern on the part of the U. S.

77 --- --
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does not find a place in any of the Michigan State datego'ies. isideed,

Nehnevajsa notes that such considerations do n6c appear supported by existing

evidence, and "...s'ince empir'ical -tu~iea abroad have apparently feiled to

address themselves to the effects of Ataerica's ciVilV defense upon world

,LIvironment, it wokId seem reasonable "to'conclWde from 'this that 4his' has not

been viewed as a pr*.lem of pa~rticular s8'inency." (Nehnevajsa', p. 482)

Summnary~

This report has attempted to point out both the "real" and apparent

differences in the findings of the Pittsburgh and Michigan State reports.

Because the scope and range of the two reports are widely different, a point-

by-point comparison was not found meaningful. Both reports have developed

systematic categories of arguments pertinent to civil defense, the analysis

and interpretation of which has been the purpose of this report. The

difterences are largely the result of the following:

1. Methodolo~v. The Pittsburgh categories were selected

by a pRiori consideration of the barriers to pn system,

while the Michigan State categories were selected by

consideration of actual civil defense arguments without

any attempt to generalize to other systems.

2. Obiectives. The Pittsburgh report emphasizes the social

context within which civil defense is imbedded and ,ipon

which it has an impact, The Michigan State report is one

unit of an integrated research program aimed at determining;:.

the relative persuusibility of civil defense themes.

3. Situational Factors. The relatively high level of world

tension which existed duy:ing the period when the Michigan

State study was carried out appears to have resulted in the
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exclusion from the mass media of arguments concerning

civil defense in general. This situation will be taken

into consideration in subsequent research. Closely

related to this circumstance is the fact that almost

one-half of the arguments during that period revolved

around fallout shelters. Presumably during a period of

relatively less tension therc would be a lower proportion

of arguments about the pragmatic aspects of a system,

compared to arguments on the abstract and philosophical

concerns.

Mention should also be made of the fact that certain of the Michigan State

categories were not utilized in the cruss reference with the Pittsburgh examples

(i.e., Time of Preparation, Nuclear Physics, History, and Amount and Type of

Preparation). This does nGt suggest that there are no.actual arguments to fill

these categories, nor that civil defense arguments exist which cannot be taken

care of by the Barrier paradigm. Rather, there are two additional factors which

must be taken into account to explain the difference (other factors might possibly

be added):

1. The arguments given in the Pittsburgh report were included

solely as illustrative examples of a particular barrier and

'j were nct intended to represent a population of arguments from

j a given sample period.

2. The Michigan State report included 837 arguments while the

examples in the Pittsburgh report numbered under 200. Since

arguments categorized as Time of Preparation, Nuclear Physics,

and History had low frequency in the Michigan State report,

the probability of such arguments being used in the Pittsburgh

report was understandably low.
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Fallout Sielters-- General

Examp es;

Stuart L. Pittman, .Lssistant Secretary of Defense, responded tc.Rep,

Holifield's criticism that the Administration's fallout shelter program was

one of cheapness instead of effectiveness,.and said that any kind of shelter

was better than none and that to provide underground shelters for all Ameticans

would require a tremendously big and expensive federal works program.

Roswell L. Gilpatric, Deputy Secretary of Defense, said shelters could

save 40,000,000 - 55,000,000 lives in a nuclear attack. "The major premise of

the new civil defense progra.1 is that fallout shelter space is clearly worthwhile

in every part of the United States, in the large cities as well as smaller towns

ald rural areas.

Benjamin Tessler, president of Lancer Industries, said a shelter is not

c playroom or guestroom. Shelters should bc outfitted and maintained for

specific emergencies. He stressed that any "spare room" concept would break

do•a the intent of the civil defense plan.

Governor Robert B. Iieycr took issue with President Kennedy's proposal for

a survey of the need for air-raid shelters. lie termed a "delusion" any suggcs-

tion that such shelters might assure the survival of a large number of persons

In event of a nuclear attach,

I
George N, Serre, President of Greenfield Hill Village Improvement Asocia-

tion, Connecticut, announced its opposition to a projected underground civil

defense control center on one of this town's hiatoric sites.
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A letter to the editor in The New Ycrk Times by Cyrus Levinth.al, Professor

at MA6.T., stated, "The advocacy of tha shelter program. ir largely based on

arguments independent of its •real effectiveness and ignores the dangers creatod

by the illusion of its effectiveness."

3
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Fallout Sheltcrs - Public vs. Private

Examples :

Other (Pentagon) officiais expressed hope that strong White House leader-

ship, the psychological impact of shelter construction in major buildings, and

6ncouragocent of local officials would 3pur home omers and landlords to build

shelters on their own.

Fred W. Preller, Chairman, Now York Asscmbly's Ways and Means Committee,

announced thot a pilot information center on shelters would be operated .

At the samie time the state and city directors of civil defense issued statements

stressing the need for family shelters and declaring that city dwellers would

not ncce3sarily be doomed-in a nuclear attack.

Thomas J. Lloyd, preaident of Amalgamated Meat Cutters and Butcher Uorkmcn,

and Patrick E. Gorman, the union's secretary, said in a joint article in the

union's magazine that "the private bombshelter program isn't foir to those %)ho

have no chance of building thcir own." "What about the millions cf people who

live in hotels, apartments, and tenements?" they asked. "They don't even own

property on wh'icli to build shelters," they said.

R •P Robert .Barry announced that 64%. of those replying to a recent

questionnaire ware opposed to a government sponsored program of building fallout

shelters.

I
1 ÷

I
• 2

°_ _ _
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Moral Argument

Examples:

Dr. Herschel H. Hobbs of Oklahoma City, president of the Southern Baptist

Convention, said a person "ought to take into his shelter as many people as he

could accommodate without jeopardizing the lives of his own family."

Louis J. Lefkowitz, New York State Attorney General, recommended a bill

to the Legislature that would provide criminal penalties for fraudulent and

deceptive practices in the promotion, sale and construction of fallout shelters.

Rabbi Mandelbaum said ti at the Jewish concept of ethics required opening

a family fallout shelter to all who asked for admission.

From a letter to the edito.r in The New York Times. "We all approved

very much the c-lumn of Arthur Krock about shelters on January 2 except the

last sentence. It should have road, "We should, therefore, not waate our

energies in the futile preparation for the survival of an atomic war but should

concentrate all our energies on achieving perpetual peace through intelligent

cooperation with the other nations."

Paul Rand Dixon, chairman of Federal Trade Commission, said F.T.C. and the

Defense Department had teared up to kill off activities of the "fast-buck

boys" who moved in on the fallout shelter market. "Ideologically, we're at

war with communism," and false advertising of shelters, therefore, "comes

pretty close to being treason."

A Jewish Biblical scholar said Judaic law would permit a man to defend

the lives of his family, but any preparations for atomic war were immoral.
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Encourage War -- Disore War

Examples:

General Lyman L. Lemnitzer, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said

an adequate civil defense program was an "integral pact. of the overall deter-

rence" to war, and would provide "further unmistakable evidence of serious

determination on our part."

Thts argument is from a letter to the editor in The New York Times by

Jay S. Roth, Professor of Biochemistry, against a December 17 editorial that

building shelters is a form of insurance. He said that a thermonuclear war

would not be a chance occurrence like an automobile accident, thus the argu-

mont about insurance was not valid. He suggested that rather than spend upward

of $30 billion to bury ourselves in the ground, we devote at least this sum

and equivalent efforts to c:zploring roads to peace.

The following is from "An Open Letter to President Kennedy" which was

presented as an advertisement in The New York Times by 200 professors of 5

universities in the Boston arca: "To sum up, we believe that although the

present civil defense protram, and in particular the construction of fallout

ObAters, might save a small fraction of the population in a nuclear war, this

potential gain is more than offset by the fact that such activity prepares the

people for the acceptance of nuclear war as an instrimont of national policy.

"We believe that this acceptance would substantially increase the likoli-

hood of war ,-- a war which irill be permanently fatal to our democratic society,

Seven if not to all of us." 
1

Professor David F. ,q-vers of Harvard Law School, called shelter building

part of the arms race and said it did not create a gcod climate for negotiation. s-

•O 
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"You have to evaluate whether a shelter program makes war more or less likely,"

he said. He said he thought it made war more likely, "since fear and hatred

are its ILkely products."

Dr. David J. Singer, writing in the October 1951 issue of the Bulletin
a!

of the Atomic Scientists, says that it would seem that a civil defense program

would enhance neither our deterrent against direct attack nor against nuclear

diplomatic blackmail.
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Time of Preparation

Examples:

Herman Kahn, author of On Thermonuclear War, said a "realistic civil

defense program should be undertaken now to protect the nation ten years

hen- e."

Governor Rockefeller tacitly conceded that the school fallout shelter

pro:,,rn .begun three months ago was making little or no-proaress.. At the November

spe.ial Oeosion, the governor insisted that the Republican controlled legislature

pass the school shelter plan a-t once, rather. than wait for the rejulak sssion
t

in-January. He maintained that speed was necessary so that school districts

could place their share of planned -helter expenses in the 1962 budget then

being drawn up.

•.aview of a television program on which a number of geople gave theft

views on civil defense shoved that there was a general aroement that mora

..tudy is needed before an all-out shelter building program is started.

.. .r..presentativa Joe 11. Kilgore, Texas Democrat, warned against repeti-

-Ion of iarlier efforts to rouse the-nation about civil defense.unless the

"federal government was itoolf prepared to follov through with a major effort.



Nature of Enemz

Examples:

Leon Goure, senior staff member of Rand Corporation, said that special

doors have been installed to seal the Moscow subway tunnels against radiation.

The subw7ay could shelter two million persons. Mr. Goure, vho visited nine

Soviet cities last summer, said "the evidence leaves no doubt that Soviet

authorities are quite serious about civil defense."

S. Vishnevsky, Russian author of an article ibout Anorican civil defense

efforts, said, "If only %ye could open the eyes of these noles armed with

machine guns, they would surely sac that no one threatens them with aggression

.ind there is no sense hidin" underground. But moles, as we know, are unsecing

creatures, and moles of bourcois origin, moreover, suffer from class blindness."

Western observers say that the Soviets also have a rather extensive

civil defense program. A panphlet titled "Be Ready for Anti-aircraft Defense"

is addressed to children. It instructs children in the or-anization of civil

defense units in schools. It covers measures ranging fron air-raid drills to

the use of Zas masks and shelters.

Hlarchal Rodion Y. l.alinovsky, Soviet Defense Minister, declared, "Shelters

against atomic and hydrogen bombs are nothing but coffins and tombs prepared in

advance." He also asserted that the Soviet Union was able "to wipe off the

face of the earth" all industrial and adminLstrativo cen~urs of the United

States "with a single nuclear-rocket attack."

I jw ~ --- - - -- - - -.-
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Alcksandr F. Sharov, Soviet .art•1.tectd-dbaarod, at a news conference on

the problems of Soviet architecture, that atomic shelters were a "chimera"

(a fire-breathing monster). One of about 100 newsman asked whether the. a•

prctice uns's being followed in the Soviet Union, and .ho replied that IWq hallo

no such problem. Wc make no provision for such designs. We have no need for

it."

I
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Typo of Attack

Examples:

Secretary of Defense lcNcmara, in responding to a question, said: "I

think it is at least as likely that (in the event of a nuclear war) our cities

would be attacked as that our military targets would be attacked. I don't share

the views of some that only the military installations would bc targeted."

The following is from Dr. !illard F. Libby's reply to Dr. James Van

Allen and seven University of Iow.a physicists who have taken issue with Dr.

Libby's nationally syndicated series of articles on how to survive atomic

attack: "To estimate how many may be saved by shelters means having to esti-

mate what the attack is. I chose to estimate a particular kind of attack which

is considered most probable. But one could make an attack with no fallout at

all, which was the case in the Japanese bombings, or an attack where all

casualties were due to fallout and there was no blast damage at all!"

In the book, How to Surviv.e the H-Bom. b and Why, by Pat Frank, he contends

that a surprise attack on the United States would kill at least 95 million.

Most lives saved because of shelters will be saved during the critical forty-

eight hours following the blast.

Review of a television program, during which a number of people gave

their views about civil defense, points to agreement that the value of civil

defense preparations would depend on the type of attack, the size of the blast,

and whether the explosion was in the air or on the ground.
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Robert E. Condont Director, New York City Office of Civil Defevse, said

the metropolitan area might not be a target for a nuclear attack in the event

of war. "A soundly tonceived nuclcar attack would not ncccssarily be aimwd

at densely populated areas. Rather, it probably tiould. attompt to knock Out

this nation's military capacity to retaliate."

4
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Post Attack Phase

Examples-:

Douglas Dillon, Secretary of the Treasury, has written Federal banking

authorities that "it should be obvious that unless positive measures axe

taken by all members of the banking community to assure adequate records

protection, the entire governmenrtal program for the operational continuity of

the nation's banking system in the event of attack would be in jeopardy."

Dr. Edward H. Teller, Dne of the nation's leading nuclear scientists#

said, "If we do not become disorganized, and if we have elementary tools and

food, I think in two or three ha.rd and austere years we can repair the main

damage" of a nuclear war in this country.

Dr. James K. Shafer, health adviser of the Office of Emergency Planning,

said that rehabilitative care of sick and injured and maintenance of satis-

factory health conditions for uninjured survivors wcuid be a task of mammoth

proportions.

Edward Thompson, Fire Commissioner of Now York City, said that the

Fire Department will soon put into operation two-level communication centers

to control fire-fighting during and after an atomic bomb attack. The new type

of center is considered atomic-bomb proof, except in case of a direct hit )r

near miss, he said.

Edward A. McDertott, Director of Fcderal Office of Em.ergency Planni.g,

said that a survivzU plan is being developed for the period that would follow

a nuclear attack. He oddcd, if we prepare now, the wmrst consequences of an

attack can be overcome, and our civilization will survive.
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Economic Argu-nt

"By any standard," oai- Secretary of Defensc 1*Icl amna, "the present level

of civil defense eendin- is not only inadequate but it is wasteful. It buys

nn organization but noc a pr6gram,"

New York State Assemblyman Mark L6ine contendod that New York State, in

adopting a fillout shelter program, was "warting several hundred million dollars

in an illusion," and he urged that the $100,000'000 to be allocated for a

school shelter program be used to turn the peace movement into a political

force. "Only in that way," he maintained, can the "unholy alliance of Republican

and conservative Democrat be defeated in the State and the nation."

Opposition to the use of school funds for fallout shelters was expressed

by Max Rubin, President, 11vc York City Board of Education.

George H. Hallett, Jr., Executive Secretary of the Citizens Union, urged

the councilmen to cut to a "fraction of its present size" the $1,300,000 for

civil defense. He said the civil defense function, as now being exercised by

the Office of Civil Defense Was questionable and should be shifted to the Defense

Department.

Lawmakers have cut the civil defense requests 74% since 1950. The 1960

anuawal civil defense budget averaged $53 million less than the Interior Depart-

ment spends protecting wildlife.
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The White Housc s'id, "The appropriations requeoted todc!y ($73,200,000)

will allow the food and ncdical stockpiling activities to I:eep pace with the

expanded and strengthened civil difense program recently presented to Congress

by the Secretary of Defence."
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Examples:

Deputy Director of liedicine for the Atomic Energy Commission, R. L. Crosbie,

said a ten-megaton warhead, of the largest type that might be carried by a

Soviet bomber or large missile would produce great but not limitless havoc. Its

explosive force would be equal to 10,000,000 tons of T1lT or five times the

force of the bomb dropped at Hiroshima.

If exploded above ground, this warhead would create sufficient "blast

effect" nine and one-half r.miles away to destroy ordinary wooden and brick homes,

whip up winds of 160 milc an hour, wrack heavy damage on above-ground communi-

cations and cause heavy casualties to unsheltered persons. It would produce

enough heat to cause second-dcgrce burrs to people in the open twenty-four

miles away, It would produce fatal radiation doses two miles away.

Experts say that after a major nuclear attack at least 757. of the United

States would be blanketed by hazardous radiation from fallout. Radiation would

remain deadly for two days in 25% of the country. After two 'leeks only 7% of

the nation would remain covered by deadly residual radiation.

Wle learn from a report of studies carried out ovCr the last year and

one half by Dr. Tom T. Stonier of the Rockefeller Institute in behalf of the

Scientist's Committee for radiation Information that carbon monoxide, a heavy

component of air, seeks low levels and infiltrates cellars and bomb shelters.

According to Dr. Stonier, if the air containF .57. carbon monoxide it is fatal

within one hour. If the level is .1% it will have an intoxicating effect in

that time. Within the areas subject to firestorm after an attack only shelters
-.
7
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with certain sperificationw would be of value according to this anlysis. Theao

would have to be sc2r it heat and blast, airtight, ind be furnished writh

independent oxygen supply.
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History

Examples:

Office of Civil Defense Mobilization officials contend that they have

done some good work. They have a lj650-man payroll. They have put out 479

million pieces of "educational" literature. O.C.D.H. hac developed a fairly

rapid communications net, capable of flashing warning of rin impending attack -

to 450 centers across the country. The NEAR home warning system and CONELRAD W(

radio system were developed under the auspices of O.C.D.11. There are 2,000

packaged 200-bed field hospitals stored in warehouses around the country which

are an O.C.D.M. project.

The only detailed information ou what happens in urban firestorms is tC

that collected after the oo-calkd "Gomorrab" air raid on Hamburg in 1943. A

study publishcd by chief medical officer of b.S. Strategic Bombing Survey

showed a large proportion of those who survived the explosionr died of carbon -

monoxide poisoning within the bomb shelter. Many who fled to the streets cied f"

fro-m the heat which reached more than 1400 degrees F.
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Disarmament

Examples:

The President said, we will deter an enemy from making a nuclear attack,

"only if our retaliatory power is so strong and so invulnerable that he knows

he would be destroyed by our (counter) attack."

The following is from a letter to the editor by Eva Horrealo: "What

we need is commitment to total disarmament, not commitment to fallout shelters.

The cause of world peace -- and the safety and velfare of l1ew York State rout-

dents (and those in almost all other states of the Union) would have been far

torc advanced had the $100 million appropriated to a shelter" prograN been given

"-o the United Nations."

A letter to the aditor by Roger Franklin tells us "We who now believe

ifn Gandhi's method consider that the use of violence in the nuclear age is

'-hither expedient nor humane, and men must learn to settle international con-

licts through non-violent techniques, wher.e diplomacy fails.. This does not,

course, mean nonresistance to evil, and it is not an easy way; but it is

fc" more promising than the path of terror we are now following."

A letter to the editor claims that "calm conaideratioW' would seem to

d auand immediate renunciation of the use of nuclear teapons, except in retalia-

tion for a nuclear attach, as wcll as an enormous effort to find a way to take

"war permanently off ,a nuclear %ycapons standard.

.o~



Civil Dfofenae Policy

Examples:

Representative Peter 11. Rodins, Jr. suggested today that the Defense

Department send mobile c:hibilts around the country to point up the need for

all-out civil defense effort.

bc
A letter to the editor says, "Civil defense has been one area in which -

dc

the American people have been virtually without leadership since the Soviets
At

constructed their first A-bomb."

Part of an editorial article points out, "The Government has been shouting

for months about the biggest fire in the world without coming up with a plan to

deal with it,"

In an editorial, we are told, "As a result of public argument and lack

of clear government policy, the public is confused." PC

lirs. Felix Ruvolo, spokesman for Californian Women for Peace, announced

that a program dubbed Operation Mailback would take place soon. She said that le

it will involve mailing back to Washington the Government booklet "Fallout of

Protection." She added that from 600 to 800 women would meet in a downtown te

plaza shortly before noon, then proceed to the main Post Office a block away

to mail the booklet.
as

The New Jersey director of Civil Defense stressed that most Civil in

Defense personnel in New Jersey were dedicated people doing a fine job. He an

added that do-nothings muSt get Aith it or get out, and "shirkers" in Civil

Defense could spell the difference between disaster and success in case of a p

nuclear attack or other public crisis.

4I
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Ilature of A.ericain Public

Examples:

Dr. Jny S. Botha, Professor of Physics at Cornell, supported shelters

because of his fear that during a period when each side has an invulnerobloe

deterrent, cities are more likely to be targets than they would be otherwibe.

At the ao*= time, he revealed a pessimistic view towird the affect of shelters.

The following is from a letter to the editor by John A. Brentlingor,

Yale Univeraity: "The pcroon 7ho possesses a sense of responAbility' for his

znmily, country, and civilization will realize that goodness ean be attained

only in and through life. IU is possible that for many, in the future, life

.,ill be bitter nnd unrewarding. Whnt can one say who in willing to take that

ossibility into account, c:;cept "be prepared"?

Persons who at one tine showed indifference to civil defense have at

cast been shaken by the Prcsident's appeals for greater effort, worsening

f the .lrlin crisis, and the Soviet government's decision to resume nuclear

2s5ting.

The following is from ".1n Open Letter to President Kennedy" presented

as an advertisement in Thec Yor Times by 200 professors from 5 universities

• in the Boston area: Most people don't understand what a thermonuclear war would

"entail and those who do know don't want to think about it.
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lAmount and Ty2p of Preparation

Examples:

Senator Kenneth B. Kcating in New York urged today that the Government

"launch dn intensive search for means of air purification" to combat nuclear

fallout. It certainly makes sense for us to spend as much money on ways to

clear the atmosphere of radioactive iallbut as on shelters to protect us from

that danger," he said.

Thc Public Health Service announced plans to train sixty million Americans

in the basic medical procedures that would be of value in a national disaster.

Atmospheric testing is needed to make sure the country's retaliatory

power will be sufficient to deter aggression, said Governor Rockefeller.

A government official said that, in terms of a thermonuclear war, the

traditional concept of emergency planning is no longer adequate. By and large,

he said, the mobilization base has bjen designed with little consideration of

the possible effects of massive destruction of facilities, supplies, and m.,n

power@

The Kennedy Administration asked Congress for $10,000,000 to put into

operation a home buzzer sycten that would give warning of impending nuclear

attack. The system is called I'NEAR (National Emergency Alarm Repeater) and has

been under development for five years.
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l~olitical Arlument

Examples:

The Governor's Conference Civil Defense Committee headed by Governor

Rockefeller of Now York isouci .a statement supporting civilian control of

civil defense. The panel eaid that civil defense "policy, control, direction

.- •and coordination should remain under civilian authority in the executive

"offices of federal, state, and local governments," while "operations" should

be carricd out by civilian. authorities.

Senator Steptien M.. Young, Ohio Democrat, prime foe of civil defense on

Capitol Hill, called Federal and state civil defense loaders "political hacks,"

and the civil defense progrm "completely unrealistic."

Alfred Dallago, chairman of Lancer Industries, Inc., said that Laucor

had left the shelter business because of the apparent apathy on the part of

the Administration and the public concerning the need for rosi4dantial fallout

shelters.

Percy Bugbee, General lanager of National FMre Protection Assvelat•in,

claims that fire effects from any nuclear attack would be devastatIV, .ct the

Defense Department planners for civil defense so far seen unwilling to face

"this fact and take adequate ateps to protect the publis.

""
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Table , -- Distribution of ltevt by Spccific source

Federal GevernwenkL Local Level
Official Release Non-official, but A•tributable

White louse 23 Mayor, I
O0DI, 9 ,tvill Oefhne Establibhment 26
D2fenep Dopartmaen 43 P•i ce 4
Congress 16 Other I
Federal Office of
Emorgcncy Plauntng 3 Cý-icial RcAease
Other 19 From Prvcte Group

kedcra-l Government 1E
hýon-ocf.Icial, but Attributzble Committee on Correspondence 5

Religious Group 7
VWIt- a ouse 3 Private Corporationi 25
OCDM 1 Individual in Sovice Goverwent 2
Defenzve Depar'tmrent 15 Other Private Group Namel 42
Cong•,eas 2 Other Private Group Uni'amod 2 I
Other 8

International News RItloaazState Levelq

Offi-cial UN or UN Committee 1
Soviet Press 3

Governa 30 Editorial Writer 16
State Legislatures 39 reature Writer 13
Defenoe Establishmert I
Cf.vii 0efense 12 Item obtained fromc
Govocnors Conference 6 Private Citizen
N.ow Xngland Governors L
Cýnference 2 Physicists 6
Other 25 Scientists, not Physicists 10

Named Private Citizen 102
ZAa~e Level U.S. Senator 5

1on-offflal, but Attributable U.S. House Representative 6
State Legislators 5

State Wagislatures 2
Dcenso Estdbllahment 1 Non-Determinable S5
Civil Dofenge- stablishoont I

(~r 2

"tLocl Level Total 602
SOf fcinl

City Count=l or Equivclent 3 -.

Civil Defense Establish;.%vint 19
Police 2
Other
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